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Spires of agartha patreon

Lummox JR has worked hard to close out a number of issues that have arisen in the beta version of BYOND 512 in the last two weeks. Even today, a number of fixes have been released, including a challenging fix for new network operators (In addition, anyone using the new network operators must update and recompile their code) and some fixes for filters. While he's not fixing Dream Seeker, he's bringing the Webclient up par, and writing a sequel to NaNoWriMo. BYOND Games
Spires of Agartha is back and seems to be stable! Now that performance fixes are less demanding, the build options are in the task list, with many items being added and characters can now select their own sow locations. Lore wise, the Calls of the Fatherland are being written by faction leaders, and the rules of engagement have been posted on your Discord channel. Avidanimefan announced recurring tests over the weekend of Kage: Rise of the Tengu in hopes of getting feedback
from players and fixing some bugs. The latest update features evasive ninpos, and some variations in the village people. Those interested in checking out the ninja adventure game should keep an eye on the hub. It can be live as soon as Friday. X-ShinraTensei-X has issued a call for users interested in testing alpha Densetsu on the Roleplay machi! Those who are interested in experiencing the aged medieval rpg game should contact it via a pager message, before darkness consumes
the last remaining human city... The feed team has completed their Halloween event by fixing tons of Feed bugs and other issues in the process! The leaderboards were cleared again after new records on deaths and level progress were made by several, and the new Feed clip was not made. A Patreon was created to support the game, and there are also rumors that the sight door may be getting bigger... or smaller... Console, a unique and complex lab-centric game interacting with the
use of a command-line computer, has now been made open source by the game's current curator, Nadrew! The Allied Nations are now in version 1.8 with many changes in the last two weeks. The real-time survival game is feeling the effects of gravity, followers have an expiration date, guards have better job training, and the map has seen changes. In addition, many bugs were crushed and performance adjustments were made. In upcoming reviews, Godsring has plans to add in
search features, while he does some research of his own to modernize the game interface. Download localization issues apart, Kayren is looking to get some feedback on his latest project, Evosim. It appears to be an experiment in Start with a petri tray and examine chemicals, amino acids and other incomprehensible chains of text to perhaps grow, evolve and divide your new cell strands. Only the most able cells will survive. Ginseng is making progress in the Futuristic powered world of
Psiforged! The latest news from this universe is the discovery of four ancient and rare artifacts. Zarberries increase regenerations, Psi Shards give characteristic points, Psi Orbs increase mental prowess, and the Tesseract Matrix allows items to act easily. Thirty unique traits were also added to the game. Ganite is making good progress on its latest project (There was a good piece of information about the game, including the name in the comments section of INSIDE BYOND #77, but
has since been deleted). After demonstrating some timeless skills a few weeks ago, non-combat skills caught the eye, showing GIFS of spontaneous combustion fire construction and carrot cultivation. Bl4ck Adam is working on another project, this time one based on agriculture! Cutting trees and field thighs were put on display, along with inventory management and item collection. The current project of Taint_thewizard, Ethereal Kingdom, is ready for its first round of testing! The
features of the retro adventure game have become battles and exploration based. I hope you find more than the run times I did. After a single month of discontinuation, Falacy brought Icon Share back, where users can upload custom-made icons and download icons created by others. Little information about the project has been shared, but it looks like Flick is working on a game based on thext. It seems to give a survival theme, but maybe it's just being in a forest at night. Circuit has
detected development in heroic lands, an adventure game. A current estimate for when version 2.0 will be released is tied to a week or more. Single Class Frequency ClassClass By RunAll Mythic+ LevelsM+ Level 2 to 3 (1 Affix)M+ Level 4 to 6 (2 Affixes)M+ Level 7 to 9 (3 Affixes)M+ Level 210 (4 Affixes)M+ Level 10 to 14M+ Level 15M+ Level 10 and upM+ Level 15 and upM+ Level 20 and upSupport us on Patreon! Unlock extra profile customizations, ad-free browsing, high queue
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weapon above his normal skill once every decade and a half. It is the pinnacle of creation, and these weapons are rarely overcome. Level 0 ship: Able to apply an extra statistical boost (5 melee, such as 4 md) on a weapon and give you the tag [MASTERPIECE]. Requires T1 Blacksmith/ Inscription (obviously) and various proof records of your mastercraft. Doctor[edit | editing source] The ability to heal temporary wounds through first aid or other methods, and apply trauma kits to
permanent injuries via surgery, with post-care included. While the requirements for this ability are not as intensive as the other hidden ones (as doctors are needed!), we are primarily behind quality rather than quantity. Your character should attend to the following: A background as a healer/doctor, experience in anatomy, surgical procedures, first aid, etc. Be creative. Not all lesions are the same, and they will need to be treated differently. Don't be lazy. When healing someone's injury
should be a good PR scene instead of a quick post. Understand that medical treatment is more involved than waving your hand and playing sacred magic at it. You must be cleaning wounds by applying stakes and bandages as much as you use your magic. Melee[| the editing source] These abilities are suitable for characters who favor elevated melee damage over magical damage. Afterimage[| the editing source] Using advanced techniques to accelerate unprecedented speeds, a
magi can zoom in and out of course quickly. This allows the more experienced swordsmen to change past enemy attacks and land a multitude of strikes and out of range before the enemy can see it. Aura. Requires 150 base agility Increases agi/crit. Grants space teleport of melee damage and click teleportation. Assassin's Shroud[edit | editing source] Mastery of stealth and deception, a dark silhouette of illusionary magic. Its shape can change and rotate, like a second body of illusion
almost, helping the welder to pretend and confuse his opponent. The caster will escape through the shadows and cast illusions to aid in the attack. Requires 150 base agility, upgrade to camouflage (10RPP). Increases crit. Melee Power is increased by a % base agility. Chase and flight are increased by 10%. In the dash, the caster teleports directly behind the target, applying a small slowness. Elemental Strike[edit | edit font] Masterfully channeling a element, a well-trained elementary is
able to attack elemental magic forward, sending a small force of this kind to brandish enemies. One can gather an attack of the embers of fire, the depths of the water, the strength of the earth or the call of Similar to Galeforce Strike, with elemental sizing for fire/wind/lightning. Energy Overdrive[edit | editing source] Also known as Ancestral Wrath and Energy Shroud Omega. The user is socircled in vibrant blue, almost fiery mana, as they pull more force than they could before themselves
or from an external source of raw energy, such as a connection with important family members in the Spiritual Kingdom. It is said that this bright blue aura allows the user to irregularly disrupt an opponent's ability to cast spells for brief periods with their melee blows, and that they get stronger the more they have to fight. Aura. Requires energy mortality Increased statistics on Energy Shroud, a larger sprite, and an AoE on strike. Fire Claw [edit | editing source] The caster surrounds his
arm in a protective wind veil while lighting a bright layer of flame around him, creating a burning fire claw. Such a deadly force can be powerful when wielded by a skilled martial magi, for this technique favors those attuned to hand-to-hand combat. However, such flames can only be kept at a distance by the strong effort of the mana, along with the persistent drain of the Ifrit Style. Aura. Requires Fire/Wind and Ifrit Style Increases Melee, Agility and Crit and Body-to-Body AP. Fist of
Justice[edit | edit source] An exorcist technique, derived from the blessings of the Divine. It requires significant training in body and mind to sustain energy in the palm of the user's hand long enough, and powerful enough, to accomplish such a feat to be done to make the technique usable in combat. Although power can be granted from any Divine Inclined Saint, the Urayan Pantheon has always been more gifted in its blessings, and as such, most of those who acquire this ability come
from the ranks of its followers. Through their use, the Magi are able to better feel the dark energies of hidden magic, and their influence on others. This enhanced sense comes with the price that the user feels the polarity of their spells much harder than normal, requiring significant training to overcome. By striking with this ability in combat, the user can break through their opponent's defenses, and strike a powerful impressive blow, aided by their Willpower. It requires faith in good gods
such as Kraus, The Emperor or Urayan Gods. Requires the front row in Holy Magic. (+/-15 points) Breaks blocks and stuns the target. Scales for magic and melee damage. Flashsword[edit | edit source] The ability to move so fast that it doesn't look like you're moving; sacrificing strength for speed, the practitioner must be a blade master and possess an indomible will that can sustain the crushing flow of mana within a single arm to brief (but deadly) blows forward. Requires 200 base
agility. For 10 seconds, strike range is increased to 3x3 and the character's total agility is added to the damage. Recharge of 60 years. Years. Form[edit | edit source] Requiring an immeasurable amount of brute force, this art subjects the user's body to a temporary transformation. Your muscles swell from magical impulses as your entire shape would grow to an incredibly large size. Although enlarged, the user is much stronger and durable than their normal shape. Thick fat and dull
muscles blows as the raised and heavy fists deal with extremely deadly blunt damage. Switch-buff. Requires 200 base bodies. Increases size and melee. Drains mana heavily. Muscle Armor[edit | editing source] It's like armor. But muscles. Aura. 50 Melee, 10 Vitality. Strike hits back and has a 20% chance of inflicting a slow 3s. And Spell: Immunity to stuns and knockbacks for the 10s. Mystic Energy[edit | edit source] Mystic Energy, or the Mystic Arts in a broader term, is an advanced
form of mana manipulation that can stem from energy magic or spiritual mancy in some documented cases. There is still no precedent for mystical arts that come in other elements, but that doesn't mean it's totally impossible. The mystical arts, typically manifesting themselves in the magic of the user's raw energy, becoming not only denser but richer in mana, the magic directly relevant to the cast's spell becoming more of a turquoise or teal blue tone. Due to the density of the mana, it
allows users to actually grow physical range, almost doubling even the newto the Mystical Arts. The pursuit of this technique often involves a profound spiritual journey, whether literal, through the spiritual realm or deep self-introspective meditations. It often takes days, weeks, maybe even months for a wizard to truly dominate. Two different spells: Mana Overcast, Transcendent Steppe. Toggle-buff overcast mana. It requires energy or spiritual magic. Increases melee/agility. Increases
attack range by one. Transcendent plaster spell steppe. Requires Mana Overcast. Enter a state of invulnerability briefly, ending by pressing Q to teleport to your target and dealing a heavy blow. Pandemonium Drive[| editing source] Pandemonium Drive is the conduit of unfiltered carnal instincts, typically worshipping the Winter Wolf, Saekani or Ixchel. The user insurrenders to the hunting instinct of his patron spirit and channels his essence through ritualistic cannibalism. Black tribal
tattoos manifest themselves in the user in the form of bite marks, as well as elongated nails and sharp teeth. Switch-buff. Requires Saekanite/Ixchel Faith or cannibal development(?) Increases melee, agility and crit. When you distance yourself from your opponent, gain a speed boost. Recolor the energy/magic of the wind to the black. Shinobi | An edit source] A technique derived by Shinobi Magi who found carrying unnecessary excessive supplies when magic is at his disposal.
Bringing an arsenal of blinding smoke to hide under the surprise shinobi is a spell that helps the user with a simple simple Those who rely on hand-to-hand combat employ an attack behind the smoke to slow the target, pointing to the weak spots, the legs. It requires intensive knowledge with smoke bombs and often uses caltrops. Be a ninja. Spatial/Rift Swordsmanship[edit | editing source] Developed as a means of pushing the abilities of opening cracks and wayfinding points to their
absolute limits. The ability allows the user to create openings in combat that would not otherwise be there, opening cracks around their opponent or teleporting to a meeting point left over their target. The blade style. Increases melee and agility. Requires wayfinding or slit magic. The use of Heavy Strike teleports the caster to the target with a portal effect. UltraSMASH[edit | edit source] The caster jumps toward the target, knocking down and delivering an ultra-sized powersmash that
generates enough kinetic energy to cast tornadoes. Cast spell. Requires powersmash 180 Melee Requirements Jump to the target, hitting them hard enough to make tornadoes, slowing the opponent on impact The user is inflicted with -10% dr for 10 seconds. Mage[| editing source] These abilities are suitable for characters that favor elevated magical damage over melee damage. Desert Fury [edit | the editing source] To combine the aspects of the sarab itself, the power of Desert Fury
stems from the heat of the pulsating sun, the ferocity of howling winds, the destruction of the raging sands... And the mercy of the Oasis. Rumored to be of Sarradian origin, power is revealed as they learn more and more from the elements, immersing themselves in the aspects of fire, wind, earth and water. It seems to grow faster when the one in question is descended from Exiliar. Although there have been cases where this has not been so. A deadly pilgrimage in the desert and tuning
in with the elements are considered two of the keys to unlock your Fury. The wizard in question must also have extraordinary inner pits of magic, for the Sands to be commanded. Requires investment in 3 of the 4 elements: Water, Fire, Wind, Earth. It combines the abilities of wind, earth and aura of fire. Blizzard-like spell (much less projectiles) Execution Beam[edit | edit source] A dominated version of the Shadow Cannon spell, this allows the user to give your beam a powerful push,
causing the beam width size to grow on a large scale, causing the same powerful blow. Requires Shadow Cannon Bigger Shadow Cannon Holy Judgement [to | the editing source] Using an unprecedented amount of sacred energies, the user can enact a sacred judgment for the viles and corrupt. The clouds are broken and the caster conjures an explosion of sacred magic heavens, obliterating their enemies. It deals with additional torment for the occultists and demons. It requires heavy
investment in Sacred Magic. It requires faith in the non-chaotic divine. One One of sacred magic that deals extra damage to occultists or demons. Vacuum Vortex: Divine Winds[edit | edit source] Using the magic of the winds in a unique way to form a vortex that shoots toward the opponent. The act itself requires extreme control over the magic of the winds, rotating the vortex in the palm of the hand or around your weapon throughout the battle, before unleashing it on your opponent in a
devastating manner. Requires heavy investment in Wind Magic. 200 RPL 15 RPP Annulment [edit | edit source] The occult gained the ire for being a corrupt path, causing the diminishing minds of those who decide to pursue such skills. However, if an occultist finds himself to try to exempt himself from the madness that hidden magic brings, they can try to spread these aspects. Although it is terribly challenging, an occultist must go under the rehabilitation of holding his occult magic and
controlling his thoughts. This allows them to get even more used to the influences inherited from their magic, giving them training to overcome it. After mastery over pushing for maddening hidden thoughts, a magi brandished a powerful set of mastery over the occult. With a sharp mind and powerful magic, the user gains greater magical power by increasing their spellcasting skills. Along with this, in times of great need, a magi can infiltrate the very color of the world around them while
channeling their abilities to nullify the damage of the attacks received. Aura. Requires Occult damage damage soaked spell in E. Storm [edit | editing source] Storm magic is the domain of lightning, water and wind. By forming clouds around the user and saturating them with rays, the user transforms the air on them into a mist thick enough to touch, a constant conductor and amplifier for magic and bursts of their associated elements. Requires investment in water/wind/lightning increases
MD, Crit and Melee Power. Space TP &amp; Click TP. Homing spell on Q. Wildcard[edit | source edit] The main gift of void for those he finds the most fun to spectate, accomplished magi who have proven themselves totally unpredictable and erratic, lone wolves that rarely play by the rules of the rest of the world. Although it is biased to cosmic magi, as well as those more malicious, it is far from exclusive to anyone. When a celestial virus carrier engages in deadly combat, and his
opponent survives, he has the risk of spreading to them. You know, in character, anyway. Aura. Slightly increases all statistics. Enter a brief and last grace period whenever you are about to be KO'd. Dual[edit | edit source] These skills are generally suitable for all build types. Celestial Ascension[edit | editing source] An increased art of the cosmos above, Celestial Ascension calls on the user to channel their connection with their star into a still dangerous way. The caster would overload
its mana circuits to the point of overflowing with cosmic power, causing the excess to protrude behind the user, creating two shiny wings. Such an act is a detriment to the health and well-being of the caster, however its martial and magical abilities are greatly improved by the overflow of magical energies. Switch-buff. It requires cosmic. Increases the MD spell, Melee, and Agi/Crit. And with increased ap. Comes with Aesthetic Fly. It's wings! Cosmic Overdrive[edit | source of editing]
Harnessing the power of daylight, the practitioner of this ability develops a harmonious relationship with his star, synergizing his magical circuit with the flow of ethereal energies. The acceptance and recognition of its star as a vessel for cosmic is necessary, to cleanse and act according to the will of the natural order of the cosmos. Aura. Requires cosmic AP augumrulations. Meteor trace on space panel. And wraithblade-like spell. Cosmic Cursed[edit | editing source] Cosmic magic is
known for its comforting and purifying properties, but the contaminated flow of red ethereal mana is just the opposite: this is a euphoric, highly emotional and destabilizing mark of astral magic. Commonly, it requires a connection between one of the Apostles of the Sealed God, a dark entity that was sealed on the moon near the dawn of time. The horrors of the Void is also a viable path. Aura. 15 RPP to buy. Cosmic spells turn red. +10% Attack Power / +5% Damage Reduction. And
spell that ap increases by 20% for 6 seconds. Dark Guardian [edit | editing source] This spell is a dark symbiote that arises in response to a sufficiently traumatic moment in the life of a powerful enough occultist. A rebellious spirit binds to the controller who adapts and uses it to his advantage, perhaps at the cost of his physical ewe or sanity. Switch-buff. It requires summoning average spirits or summoning demons. Ap increases. Ghostfire[edit | source] A blessing from the five divine
dragons, a user must be a devout follower of one of the five beings. This spell requires that the user is not only a master in the specific element that his particular deity exerts, but must also be an adept spirit to channel the very essence of his gods into the battlefield. With a strong sword and a well-trained swordsman, the user can imbue their attacks with ghostly flames, creating a small ghostly field of fire whenever some of their attacks hit. Along with this, the user can also pierce the
fabric of reality, creating small portals that summon drachnic warriors of the dragon's dias, giving the user a group of dragon warriors to fight for them for a short time. Switch-buff. Requires drakanita faith and element investment patron dragon. Summon so many dragons in E. AoE on strike. Glorious Hell[edit | the editing source] The flame inside has been the impetus and courage many practitioners of fire magic. However, if someone's willpower burns stronger than the flames they
possess, breaking the limitations of their own innate abilities, then the metaphorical flame that their will burns to ignite and materialize. Engulfed by a glorious flame, those capable of casting this spell displace the fiery presence of this fire in proud wards, taking the user to more heights. Although the flame that comes from them is burning, their willpower strengthens their strengths to an immense level. Switch-buff. Requires investment in Fire. +10% AP / -5% DR. Form burning wings.
Harmonic Tuning[edit | edit font] Aura. It requires heroism. Increases melee/MD and Defense/Res. Healing significantly powerful. Illuminated Brightness [| the editing source] Those versed in the scriptures of The Enlightened speak of a journey called the Ritual of the Rays. The journey calls Luminates to become blessed by the fox god Jianghese Jiuweihu. It is said that those blessed by Jiuweihu assume the attributes of the morning sun, just as when she was released from her prison on
Kunlun Mountain. On the journey, Limunates tunes into the light of his god, eventually being blessed by them. Switch-buff. It requires Jiuweihu's faith. +5% DR. User gains a golden glow. Insectomancy[edit | source of editing] Making use of the small carriers of nature, this spell requires a strong tuning to the poisonous groups of insects of nature. Those who master this may not only command a symphony of swarms, but it is said that some of them even often undergo mutations, gaining
body parts that are similar to insects in nature, such as thin insect wings, sharp tweezers and slender long antennae. In combat, practitioners of this art tend to use the swarm to their advantage. Bugs tend to distract opponents, allowing the user to trade critical and accurate strikes better. Along with this, such insects can even go as far as completely catching an opponent in a wave of insects, causing the opponent to be dazzled and annoyed with the insects. Aura. Requires invesment in
a bio-element (blood, poison, nature) Increases Crit/Agi. Q-sorcery that confuses and poisons. Invisibility[| edit font] (Reduces the sprite of a character to 90% transparency, so they are almost invisible. Purely cosmetic.) There are no specific requirements for this! Maelstorm[edit | origin of editing] The frontal lobe is of great importance for performing functions, mental flexibility, problem solving and even defining the personality of a Magi. Despite this, when magic excess affects
neuropsychological functions, changes are expected throughout the body, while emotions have a drastic effect on a person's mana. A mastery of electrical powers can produce an exposure neurons. Such maleic excess force diminishes the power of the frontal lobe, erasing the part of the brain that controls consciousness for a while. In a state of the body moves automatically, and the responses come from the muscles themselves, impulses created by the electric current that runs
through each microparta, and may even be present in the cells. However, such a practice is extremely arduous even for the most competent magicians, and therefore require that the user does not have severe empathy to begin with. With little care for others and natural apathy towards everything around them, it becomes significantly easier to explore this state of partial unconsciousness. Due to the lack of purity, the rays become enevaded, intensely increasing the potential for precise
attacks, also authenticating dodges. However, the user ends up hurting their own body with polarized control, making their skin more sensitive, even if feelings like pain pass away from their mind. A successful strike has much greater consequences for the person using this spell. It is said that, thanks to the subconscious state, the fighter will never stay in a battle. All your power is unleashed, and anyone who dares to cross your path will be in a dangerous fight. Aura. It requires an
apathetic/indifferent personality. Requires 130 agility and investment in lightning. The aura can only be used in dangerous or deadly combat, as the user is unable to hold once activated. Mana Absorb[edit | editing source] A perverse art more attributed to the eldritch diasite known as Dreamer, such a skill practice revolves around the siphoning of the victim's magical energies in an instant. However, due to the incredibly archaic and mysterious way of siphoning mana, the main way to
unlock such potential seems to be with the Dreamer himself. Switch-buff. It requires Neries Faith. Increases dr for magical damage. Mana-sapping AoE curing mana and health. Melody[edit | edit source] Melody is a unique variant of sound magic. It uses sound to create a calming effect around the user. It envelops the magic welder in a gentle and attractive melody, typically unique to each user. For most, it simply creates a more calming atmosphere around you. However, his true
strength lies in his ability to calm some of the wildest. The Melody has been proven to cure the effects of Hidden Madness, and even the magic of sin. Aura. Requires all sound magic(?) Increases MD and MD. Apparently it can heal sin. [edit | edit source] This is a rare and advanced cognitive and symbolic magic, rooted in both the magic of Energy and the magic of the Earth. It is commonly characterized as the ability to manipulate and displace the metal shape around its body, similar to
the technique to create an earth's armor, but much more durable. This allows the user not only to have metal as skin to act as a natural armor for blows, but also relieves the user typical metal weight load. Aura. It requires energy or earth. Increases vitality and mana by a significant significant Nethradin Binding[edit | edit source] The art of linking and summoning Nethradin from the kingdom of Helheim within the Spiritual Realm, true demons or demons formed of lost spirits who fell into
the blame over the actions of their lives. They rarely lead to maintaina master, tends to have great wills of their own; it takes great power for a summoner to keep a Nethradin on. The parallel to this is the Hiring of the Director. No mechanical spell. It requires the summoning of the Spirit. Allows you to summon a Nethradin as a PC. Rift Magic[edit | editing source] Rift magic is a rare depraved art. Not intended by the flow of life, the magic of the rift is the use of the mana in order to tear
open space in two places based on the flow of the current of life, and temporarily 'knitting' the wound to cross. This power requires a strong magi studied in the magical theory of advanced space-time. Intricate knowledge of astral planes is expected. Given the danger this poses to novice users, it is almost suicidal to try the magic of the rift without studying under the tome of a master- the runes used to start the portal have been perfected over the generations, and are necessary to start
with any hope of success. Magic is prohibited in most nations due to the passive effects that accompany its use. Dark spirits, like the Nethradin, are known to escape through the cracks of the scars that the magic of the cracks leaves behind. It also distorts the earth itself, mutating the soil and platlife to the feet of the magi rift, and by extension the invisible spirits. It is, like most dark arts, a shortcut to power, with consequences equal to gain. Two spells: Rift Manipulation and Warp Rift
Manipulation: An OOC spell that allows a rift mage to teleport between places. There are guidelines for this, which will determine how many people you can take with you. You must save 'slit points' to teleport to places. Rift Warp: After several years, this spell can be won by 10 RPP. It is a temporary buff that gives 50% spell dodge and a short-range teleport similar to vritra. Runecasting[edit | the editing source] The written language of the divine, also known as runes, is the code of all
matter and even existence itself. Although the general knowledge of humanity in runes is only a small fraction of the overall picture, it is nevertheless a powerful tool. The spell writing involves drawing battle runes that can be cast into battle to cast different abilities, with the mana manifested as rotating discs of magical energy that is typically wielded by hands. The magi activates the different runes in the orthograph circles in the middle of the battle, channeling his mana (and rune
instruction) to one effect. This is just for Other areas of runic specialization involve rituals, enchantments and most forms of technology. Requires domain over runewriting (Level 1). Need to be 180 RPL. Bloom of spring[edit | edition edition The antithesis of another spell of a crueler nature, Spring's Bloom is the embodiment of being one with nature, ultimately wielding its forces with a high level of dominance. In the face of danger, a practitioner of this art summons vines capable of facing
even the strongest enemies. In addition, flowers bloom wherever they go, meaning their high immersion in nature and life. Aura. It requires heavy investment in nature. Immortal vines. 5% dr. In E, create 6 deadly flower flowers for 6 seconds. Starlight Overdrive[| the editing source] While Cosmic Overdrive can enjoy daylight, Starlight Overdrive is the opposite. Instead of heat, there is the cold, misty energy of the moon light, the night sky. Aura. Requires cosmic increases M-min, MD,
Crit. Increased regeny of cosmic aura mana. Super Magi[edit | source edit] A specialized form of energy magic that harnesses the full potential of a human from its mana circuit as one carefully overloads mana inwards to strengthen the body for both greater attack and defense capability. It is extremely difficult to achieve initially, but with repeated practice it becomes easier over time. The base appearance of this state is the raw ether flowing from the user with a blue color scheme for all
aspects. For those inclined to darkness or sacred magic, you'll find your interpretation of the skill tarnished by any form of magic, making it a dark purple for the occultists and a bright yellow gold for Exorcists. There are many ways to get to the state; whether through trial and error, meditation or absolute focus through incredible feats of courage and so on. As a result, the Magi who are able to enter this form will reap many benefits; although none have been confirmed and are classified
as rumors, such as being able to hold youth for a longer time, at least visually. Only humans who are both experienced with energetic spells and who are blank slates can reach such a state; those who are in tune with the Arcane, or have a sacred or dark guardian caring for them, cannot become a 'Super Magi' or if they have already obtained the ability, will not be able to obtain these skills. Aura. Requires severe investment in the energy tree. Exclusive to humans. Mutually exclusive to
the Arcane (Chaos and Magic Order), Black Guardian and Holy Guardian. Those looking to get to that state can do it more easily from a teacher (someone who already has the ability) or by searching for it specifically (events), but it is not mandatory to do so, just suggested. If you have any questions or need help planning an event or get one for it hidden, pm Rhyneth#0451 in discord. Supernova[edit | edit font] Aura. +15% AP. 3x3 AoE during movement. It must be focused on the magic
of fire (no combination magic). Supreme Blazing Wave[edit | edit source] Manifesting itself in the souls of users of those who have whether for flame, complete mastery and control over your ship displayed through a powerful explosive ability. Achieving this technique requires unique methods and empowering magic technique. It's never as simple as raw fire. Spell. Does GFW require? Big Fire Wave. Warden Contracting[edit | edit source] The art of hiring and summoning a director of the
Spiritual Kingdom, a spirit that abandoned all previous memory to protect the spiritual kingdom and eternia, warriors swore to kill Nethradin and anything that should not live, as the undead. In exchange for their service, contractors may be forced to sacrifice a portion of their own life force to keep the Director within the physical realm. The parallel with this is Nethradin Binding. No mechanical spell. It requires the summoning of the Spirit. Allows you to summon a Director as a PC. While
standard | users of water magic are able to manifest and control water in surprising degrees, aquatic prison users are able to take such a skill to the next level. This spell creates a torrential layer of water around the immediate area of the caster, effectively trapping them within their limits. Such mastery is not easy, however, as only the most dedicated of the water mages can gather the necessary magic. Spell. Requires severe investment in water-based trees or water magic. Creates a
water AoE as a flood, but instead of curing it deals more damage and applies a slowness(?). It lasts much longer. Wintermute[edit | the editing source] Frigid waste has been home to magic practitioners attuned to their icy winds. Those who can already gather such icy influences can further master their abilities, leading to an almost perfected use of ice magic. Wherever a practitioner of this magic goes, the temperature itself drops, causing snowflakes to fall regardless of the temperature
of the area. Switch-buff. It requires investment in ice magic. Increases the wind and water pow by 10, and gives 30 crit. When the user Mist Forms, a small blizzard is generated. Wraithblade[| the editing source] basically im daring demon sword Spell. No magic: Dev finds a bold sword and learns how to wield Powersmashes the ground and then fires a slow wave of magic, doing MD/MD min damage based on what is highest. Exalted[| editing sources] They are abilities that are
significantly difficult to acquire and have much higher requirements than other Hidden Abilities. Generally, they come as a result of events or an exceptional application. Angelic Wing[edit | editing source] A small golden wing that manifests itself in magi that strives to 'do right', typically those who possess sacred mana. There are numerous theories as to why this but no one can be absolutely sure. Some say it is a direct blessing from the Angels who watch from afar, a manifestation of
courage and and or a mutation that can trigger within those who descend from the divine. Aura. Requirements: Sacred or hidden Aura v2 Increases MD/Md/Melee and Vit. There's an AP boost in E. There's an Energy-Rapidfire spell in E. Barrier Magic[edit | edit source] An advanced specialization in Sacred Magic that fully leverages the user's willingness to protect. It's the antithesis of the Magic of Death. While the Magic of Death may be the ultimate offensive magic, Barrier Magic is the
ultimate defensive magic. Aura. It requires sacred magic. Dr. Increases has a tree. Cruel thesis[| the editing source] A skill for those truly attuned to nature and its more viscous aspects; the rip of thorns, the piercing of brambles and the false allure of the blue rose. Blue and poisonous petals fall around the caster gently, a subtle and beautiful effect that can be thrown into a deadly storm at any time. A mage must fully tune into the cruelty of nature to unlock this ability. Aura. It requires
severe investment in nature. Ap increases. It makes the summoned vines immortal. And blizzard-like spell. Death Gate[edit | edit font] Passive spell. When you are about to take lethal damage, instead, stay at 1 HP for a few seconds and keep fighting. Death Magic[edit | the editing source] The absolute pinnacle of Hidden Magic, complete mastery of the destructive aspect of it. Those who have uncovered the secrets of the Magic of Death are the posterchilds of why the Occult has a
troubled reputation. They probably got into human experimentation (with living subjects), and took advantage of the darker aspects of the Occult to the point that murder had become a habit. They say that the wizards of death are able to bypass the protective barrier that surrounds the soul and shake it directly, a feat of which only divine magic is able to do. It's probably the most powerful offensive skill in the world. Aura. It requires hidden mastery. Increases MD strongly, deals with
constant damage to AoE with a considerable mana drain. There's a tree. Sin Magic[edit | source of edition] Claimed to have been developed for the first time by the human experimentation of a fallen angel, sin developed long ago without the need of the fallen; similar to the spread of the occult without the teachings of demons. Suggested in many teachings: Too much gratification can lead to corruption. Becoming too emotional leads to instability and destruction. When a person gives
himself too much to an addiction, he stimulates corruption, altering his circuits and forces his personality to incorporate sin. Those who have fallen into sin are rarely able to suppress the will to indulge in the nature of their sin. It is not simple gratification to sin that stimulates corruption, often requires large amounts of stress, pressure and for a sin to manifest itself. A set of alternators. It has two 'versions' — v1 (10 RPP) and v2 (5 RPP) Each has its own unique buff and fluff ability. Value
Light[edit Value[edit Source of editing] Where the magic of the barrier focuses on the protective and defensive nature of sacred magic, the light of Valor focuses on the strength of a resolute will. It is said that sacred magic manifests itself from the desire to protect, but how does it protect itself? The light of Valor is the refinement of the holy mana in the will to never give in and fight for what he believes; courage and justice shine. 20 rpp Aura: 15% AP +15 vit Effect: Fires a wave of sacred
magic when Powersmash is released, does not hit. knockback.
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